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Haypi Dragon takes players to a world of dreams and fairy tales
Published on 09/26/12
A mixture of strategy and combat action awaits players of Haypi Dragon. Brave people fight
with dragons, but the real heroes tame them and lead them to protect the people. Haypi
Dragon takes players to an enchanted world of energy crystals, golden chests, magic
stones, hidden mysterious islands and ancient map pieces. There are 7 scenes with more
than 200 levels in the newest online version, as well as many many various scenes in the
PVP mode and in the activity "Secret of the Tree".
Shanghai, China - Are you ready for the most challenging battle with dragons? Brave people
fight with dragons, but the real heroes tame them and lead them to protect the people.
Players can do all that in the amazing Haypi Dragon, an MMORPG from the super creative
developer Haypi Co., Ltd. The previous hit from the same developer was the entertaining
MMO Haypi Kingdom for iOS and Android.
Haypi Dragon takes players to an enchanted world of energy crystals, golden chests, magic
stones, hidden mysterious islands and ancient map pieces. Except for being super
challenging and fascinating, Haypi Dragon is also very very diverse in content - it is
actually a mixture of strategy and combat action. There are 7 scenes with more than 200
levels in the newest online version, as well as many many various scenes in the PVP mode
and in the activity "Secret of the Tree". There is an expression version which makes
dragons appear almost like they are living creatures and the player's real comrades in
battle, which makes the game look like a world of dreams that is real at the same time. In
Haypi Dragon players can have the most rewarding fun with online friends from all over the
globe in the PVP version.
Haypi Dragon brings players to a world of fairy tales, which is utterly entertaining for
players of every age and every walk of life. And players can play the offline version when
there is no internet connection available. So, winning and losing in Haypi Dragon is
always fun, try it out now!
Language Support:
American English, Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Russian,
Spanish
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 3.0 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 76.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Haypi Dragon 1.5.2 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Games category.
Haypi Dragon 1.5.2:
http://www.haypi.com/dragon/index.htm
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/haypi-dragon/id483082304
Screenshot 1:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/090/Purple/v4/6d/a4/d6/6da4d624-8cb1-6e65-019b-501aaa1b5
098/mza_3530792738648489080.320x480-75.jpg
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Screenshot 2:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/092/Purple/v4/86/7a/4d/867a4d14-2730-ad06-f670-b4567df9e8
04/mza_3753451947358051892.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 3:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/119/Purple/v4/e1/81/d9/e181d959-8599-f07ad657-46597afbf4fe/mza_7196018970734336197.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/086/Purple/v4/09/e0/74/09e07409-fb8f-1253-24da-37f17fd8daf
4/mzl.exbldbio.175x175-75.jpg

Haypi Inc. a private company founded in 2008 and based in China. Haypi Inc. is the creator
of Haypi Kingdom, a game which has had a remarkable success. Our newest game is Haypi
Dragon 1.3 and it already has numerous fans all over the world. Copyright (C) 2012 Haypi
Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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